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This is the latest version of the File
Activation.xml. Click to download: English
(.zip), French (.rar), German (.r01), Italian
(.gzip), Spanish (.rar). Editing XML files
can be very complicated if you do not
know what you're doing. You have to be
very careful with it, and you have to check
you're not accidentally deleting something
you may need. Not using the auto-
completion features of these tools is not
very smart. For example, if you don't use
the auto-completion features of a code/xml
editor, it may use a default xml from the
code/xml editor. When you use the auto-
completion features of the tool it gives you
more control. It is a bit like when you type
something in a word processor and the
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built-in spell checker won't correct it, so
you'll have to go back into the settings and
fix the option. I found the File
Activation.xml Autocom this way:
"autocom" is the name of the xml. "file" is
the name of the xml file. The file
activation.xml is the name of the xml file,
so "file activation.xml" and "autocom file
activation.xml" are the same. The version
of autocom i got was 2.12.2. Hope you get
what you want. Cheers. Q: In VS 2010 is
there any way to view the source of a dll? I
have a.NET 2.0 dll in a solution. The
project has nothing to do with my solution,
it's from a 3rd party product. Is there any
way to view the source of the dll in VS
2010? A: Update: You can now view
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source in Visual Studio 2012. Right click
on the dll project and select "Show all
files" A: This one worked for me:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft Visual
Studio 10.0\VC\vcvarsall.bat You may
need to have Admin permissions. If this
doesn't work, try this one: %windir%\Micr
osoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\caspol
-u -ag -c "fulltrust" my
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